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Lots of interesting  muon related anomalies lately

We’ll have to see what happens, but certainly none of them 
point away from a muon collider… and if confirmed by 
theory/exp muon colliders could be favored uniquely,  for 
example:



What else is new?





Muon Collider News from the AF

1

• Upcoming workshops and events:
o See presentation from EF

• Recent activities:
o Virtual workshop on Muon Collider Testing opportunities.  Aimed to explore ideas and 

opportunities for system testing, and for proposing new test facilities and test beams. 
Talks can be found at https://indico.cern.ch/event/1016248/

o Brainstorming meetings held for defining accelerator parameters and technologies 
needed towards a 10 TeV muon collider.  Preliminary study results for a Fermilab version 
MC will be presented at this meeting (see Katsuya’s talk)

o Formation of a muon panel to address R&D needs on a Muon Collider as part of the 
European Accelerator R&D Road Map. One of the goals is to specify a series of concrete 
deliverables, including demonstrators over the next decade by seeking input from 
community meetings. Three meetings to be planned this year.  More news can be found: 
https://muoncollider.web.cern.ch/



Muon collider news from TF
Steady increase in number of theory studies on arXiv, since January for example:



Finally today…



Goal: to facilitate  a sharing of ideas across a wider community

Today “we” decided to do this by focusing a bit: 

•Lot of theory studies at many different energies (ranging up to 100 TeV at this 
time) 

•Is there potentially an interesting energy where it’s not outside our future light 
cone design wise, budget wise, and has a strong physics case? 

•How does it fit with muon collider collaboration, are there potential US versions? 

•We suggested O(10) TeV to speakers, but nothing set in stone! However, in the 
course of Snowmass it would be useful to have some convergence so maybe this is 
a step in that facilitation direction…



Finally today…



Potential Discussion Questions
•Is 10 TeV possible from the AF frontier perspective?  What’s the best case energy if one 
were to consolidate on one (in “our” time)? Staging? International vs US differences?  
What’s the most optimistic timeline from a purely technical point of view? 

• What’s the ideal luminosity goals for physics cases? 

• How much effort should be put into polarization? Energy/Lumi tradeoffs? 

• For EF physics goals, what should definitely be a baseline goal for detector design? 
Increased acceptance? Better tracking (displaced)? Higgs vs BSM tradeoffs? 

•MuC obviously goes together with Neutrino Frontier - Consolidating on a design we 
need more cross-collaboration there, neutrino factory, but also high E uses?


